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THE Burghal Hidage is the name given to a set of documents written in Old English which list thirty-three burhs and state how many hides belong to each. There are seven manuscript texts, none of which lists all the burhs. The meaning is obscure and there are many variations in place-names and assessments. The list starts at an unidentified point and makes a circuit of Wessex with no entries for Kent, Cornwall or London. The circuit goes down the English Channel then up the Severn. It returns along the Thames valley and ends opposite London. This has led to speculation that the document is incomplete. One Mercian burh is listed in the body of the text, and two more are added as an appendix in some of the manuscripts. One manuscript ends with an interpretation of the hidages in terms of the number of men required to defend a given length of wall. The others end with a total of burhs, and hides.

The publication of a manuscript of the Burghal Hidage by Birch in his Cartularium Saxonicum led to it being used by the major historians of early medieval England who followed. Unfortunately Birch presented the most corrupt text and this inevitably led to many misconceptions. The publication of a purer version, the Nowell Transcript, came in 1937. This version has since been used to the exclusion of the other six, obscuring the fact that they contain unique information. Together with the Nowell Transcript Miss Robertson published her notes, which are the only authoritative work on the manuscripts. Recently Nicholas Brooks attempted to locate all the burhs.

The Burghal Hidage offers a fixed point, almost the only reference point, in the vital stage of English town development between the extension of urban life in 9th-century England and the beginning of useful mint evidence in the reign of Eadgar. It has seemed worthwhile to re-examine the manuscripts of this essential source.

2 From B. M. MS. Cotton Claudius D ii, f. iv; H. T. Riley, Munimenta Gildallae, ii (1862), 626, and W. de G. Birch, Cartularium Saxonicum, (1885-93), no. 1335. A very confused list of burhs, apparently from Cotton Claudius D ii and Otho B xi, appeared in T. Gale, Historiae Britannicae, etc., Scriptores, xv (1691), 1, 748. It is included in TABLE 1 since one cannot completely overlook the possibility of access to a lost version of the text.


4 Nicholas Brooks, 'The unidentified forts of the Burghal Hidage', Med. Archaeol., viii (1964), 74-90. It should be noted that Eorpeburnan may be located at Castle Toll, Newenden, Kent TQ852284.
The surviving texts are (i) the Nowell Transcript, and (ii) the other six manuscripts, here referred to as group B which comprise:

- Rylands Latin MS. 155, f. 3v (c. 1210)
- Liber Rubeus Scaccarii, f. 29 (c. 1230)
- B. M. Hargrave MS. 313, f. 15v (c. 1260)
- Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, MS. 70, f. 3 (c. 1310)
- Cotton Claudius D ii, f. iv (c. 1320)
- Oriel College, Oxford, MS. 46, f. 2v (c. 1330).

These, together with what evidence we have for Cotton Otho B xi, have been placed in a parallel text (TABLE I, opposite). From this it will be seen that the texts in group B fall into three pairs, Rylands and Cotton Claudius; Liber Rubeus and Hargrave; Corpus Christi and Oriel. But it is apparent from the confused line 1 that none of the texts contains all the information in the others and that the archetype is therefore absent.

The interrelation of the texts could be represented as:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Archetype of group B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cotton Otho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nowell</td>
<td>Wanley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rylands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liber Rubeus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpus Christi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hargrave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oriel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cotton Claudius</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Over half of the text is common to Nowell and group B and this can be translated as *Three hundred hides belong to Eorpeburnan and 24 hides. And at Hastings belong 500 hides... Then belong to Portchester 500 hides. And 150 hides belong to Southampton*. And to Winchester belong twenty-four hundred hides. And to Wilton belong fourteen hundred hides... And to Exeter belong 34 hides and 7 hundred. And to Halwell

---

4 The Nowell Transcript can be partially checked by H. Wanley, *Librorum Veterum Septentrionalium Catalogus*, in G. Hickes, *Thesaurus*, ii (1705), 219, who records the first and last lines of Cotton Otho B xi. The note on the maintenance of the burhs is given in G. Hickes, *Linguarum Veterum Septentrionalium Thesaurus* (1705), p. 109. Both these offer slight variations on Nowell and serve as a reminder that Nowell may not be infallible.

5 'and' and 'at' are in group B only.

6 The 'xv' of Rylands and the 'quindecim' of Cotton Claudius, which derives from Rylands, is an intrusion which results from the confusion in the first line in the manuscript used by the copyist of Rylands. It is possible that this is part of the assessment for Chichester which both omit.

7 'belong' supplied by Nowell.

8 In Corpus Christi the 'c 7 l' (for 150) was displaced above the line following Portchester when its omission was noticed. Oriel follows Corpus Christi.
belong three hundred hides. And to Lydford belong to three hundred hides which is less ten hides. And to Pilton belong four hundred hides less 40 hides. And to Watchet belong 5 hundred hides and 15 hides. And to Axbridge belong to four hundred hides. And to Lyng belong to 100 hides. And to Langport belong to 6 hundred hides. And to Bath belong ten hundred hides . . . And to Wallingford belong to 24 hundred hides . . . And to Sashes belong to 10 hundred hides . . . And to Southwark belong to eighteen hundred hides.

To this we may safely add from Nowell the part of line 1 lost through confusion in group B, And to Burpham belong seven hundred hides and 20 hides and to Chichester belong 15 hundred hides, and also the part of line 3 lost by homoeolocution, And to Twyneham belong 5 hundred hides less 30 hides. And to Wareham belong 16 hundred hides and to Bredy belong eight hundred hides less forty hides. Finally we can add And 16 hundred hides to Buckingham (line 5), the text in group B being short of any assessment for this burh.

Group B supplies And to Shaftesbury likewise, i.e. with the same assessment as Chisbury (line 2), and that is Barnstaple (line 4), added to Pilton.

For the remainder of the text we have conflicting statements, but it is clear that where the assessment is given in words rather than in numerals there is less opportunity for a copyist's error. We may therefore accept and twelve hundred hides to Malmesbury from Nowell (line 5). Similarly it can be argued that it is more likely that part of a Roman numeral might be omitted rather than added: i.e. that vii or vi might become v, rather than that the reverse should happen. So we may prefer And to Chisbury belong to 7 hundred hides (line 2) from group B, and And 6 hundred hides belong to Eashing from Nowell (line 6).

The conflicting assessments for Lewes, to Lewes belong twelve hides (Nowell) and to Lewes thirteen hundred hides, may well be due to a revision of this assessment when the archetype of group B was made. As both assessments are in words it is difficult to account for an error.

The most difficult sections of the assessments to reconcile are those for Cricklade and Oxford. Nowell can be rendered as And to Cricklade belong 14 hundred hides and 15 hundred hides to Oxford. Group B reads And 1500 hides belong to Cricklade and 1300 hides belong to Oxford. From the divergence of the texts it is clear that serious disruption has taken place. Of the many possibilities it would be simplest to accept the Nowell version as the least corrupt. But perhaps a version reading And 1500 hides belong to Cricklade. And 1400 hides belong to Oxford should be preferred. It should be noted that this version will give the same total for the two burhs as the Nowell Transcript.

There remain the two endings: that for Nowell makes the purpose of the text

9 It would appear that Nowell is at fault here and Wanley preserves the place-name from Cotton Otho B xi more faithfully.
10 Or Bridport.
11 Supplied by Rylands.
12 The 1,003 hides of some manuscripts of group B is obviously an error.
13 There are many arguments against this. The entry for Oxford is the only Nowell assessment to lack the verb, and there are strong topographical arguments for accepting 1,500 hides for Cricklade (T. R. Thomson, Materials for a History of Cricklade, 111 (1960), 66–7). If the Nowell transcript has the 1,500 hide assessment displaced, is the 1,400 hide assessment meant for Oxford? Or should we accept the group B reading of 1,300 hides? On balance it seems better to accept ‘xiii’ as more likely than ‘xii’ and this has been done, but the wide range of possibilities should be noted.
| TABLE II |
| TOTALS OF ALL KNOWN VERSIONS OF THE BURGHAL HIDAGE |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 |
| Total | Nowell | Rylands | C. Cl. du | L.R.S. | Hargrave | C. Chr. C. | Oriel | Gale | Lowest | Restored |
| Eorpeburnan | 324 | 324 | 324 | 324 | 324 | 324 | 324 | 324 | 324 |
| Hastings | 500 | 515 | 515(00) | 500 | 500 | 500 | 500 | 500 | 500 |
| Lewes | 1,200 | 1,300 | 1,300 | 1,300 | 1,300 | 1,300 | 1,300 | 1,300 | 1,300 |
| Burpham | 720 | 720 | 720 | 720 | 720 | 720 | 720 | 720 | 720 |
| Chichester | 500 | 500 | 500 | 500 | 500 | 500 | 500 | 500 | 500 |
| Southamptin | 150 | 150 | 150 | 150 | 150 | 150 | 150 | 150 | 150 |
| Winchester | 2,400 | 2,400 | 2,400 | 2,400 | 2,400 | 2,400 | 2,400 | 2,400 | 2,400 |
| Wilton | 1,400 | 1,400 | 1,400 | 1,400 | 1,400 | 1,400 | 1,400 | 1,400 | 1,400 |
| Chisbury | 500 | 700 | 700 | 700 | 700 | 700 | 700 | 700 | 700 |
| Shaftesbury | 700 | 700 | 700 | 700 | 700 | 700 | 700 | 700 | 700 |
| Twyneham | 470 | 460 | 460 | 460 | 460 | 460 | 460 | 460 | 460 |
| Wareham | 1,600 | 1,600 | 1,600 | 1,600 | 1,600 | 1,600 | 1,600 | 1,600 | 1,600 |
| Bredy | 760 | 760 | 760 | 760 | 760 | 760 | 760 | 760 | 760 |
| Exeter | 734 | 734 | 734 | 734 | 734 | 734 | 734 | 734 | 734 |
| Halwell | 300 | 300 | 300 | 300 | 300 | 300 | 300 | 300 | 300 |
| Lyndford | 140 | 140 | 140 | 140 | 140 | 140 | 140 | 140 | 140 |
| Pilton | 360 | 360 | 360 | 360 | 360 | 360 | 360 | 360 | 360 |
| Watchet | 513 | 513 | 513 | 513 | 513 | 513 | 513 | 513 | 513 |
| Axbridge | 400 | 400 | 400 | 400 | 400 | 400 | 400 | 400 | 400 |
| Lyng | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 | 100 |
| Langport | 600 | 600 | 600 | 600 | 600 | 600 | 600 | 600 | 600 |
| Bath | 1,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 |
| Malmesbury | 1,200 | 2,200 | 2,200 | 2,200 | 2,200 | 2,200 | 2,200 | 2,200 | 2,200 |
| Cricklade | 1,400 | 1,500 | 1,500 | 1,500 | 1,500 | 1,500 | 1,500 | 1,500 | 1,500 |
| Oxford | 1,500 | 1,300 | 1,300 | 1,300 | 1,300 | 1,300 | 1,300 | 1,300 | 1,300 |
| Wallingford | 1,400 | 1,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 | 600 | 600 |
| Buckingham | 1,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 | 1,000 | 600 | 600 |
| Sashes | 800 | 800 | 800 | 800 | 800 | 800 | 800 | 800 | 800 |
| Eashing | 600 | 500 | 500 | 500 | 500 | 500 | 500 | 500 | 500 |
| Southwark | 1,800 | 1,800 | 1,800 | 1,800 | 1,800 | 1,800 | 1,800 | 1,800 | 1,800 |
| Totals | 27,671 | 24,296 | 25,281 | 23,981 | 23,981 | 25,781 | 25,781 | 2,727 | 26,161 | 26,761 |
clear, but that for group B is also important. Brooks\textsuperscript{14} rendered this as \textit{That is all 27,000 hides and seventy which belong to it; and 30,000 (hides belong) to the West Saxons.} But this is a translation of Corpus Christi, the only text to supply the lines over the roman numerals which turn the 27 into 27,000 and the 30 into 30,000. The copyist of this manuscript was a careful worker, and checked and, occasionally, glossed his manuscript. It seems likely that he supplied the lines in an attempt to make sense of the text. It is clear that he was correct in reading the text as 27,070 since ‘27 and 70 that belong to it’ makes no sense, but the figure of 30,000 hides for the West Saxons is much more doubtful.

But is there a total of 27,000 hides in our text? \textsc{table ii} (p. 87) shows that none of the existing manuscripts gives this figure. Even the text which is offered above gives a total of 28,671 hides (column 10, \textsc{table ii}). If, however, we ignore the assessment for Buckingham whilst accepting the rest of the above text we arrive at a total of 27,071 hides.\textsuperscript{15}

By excluding Buckingham we also clarify the rest of the ending: there are then 30 West Saxon burhs in the text, so that we may read the ending as \textit{That is all 27,000 hides and seventy which belong to it; and 30 (burhs belong) to the West Saxons.}

If this ending to the \textsc{burghal hidade} is acceptable, it establishes two very important principles; first that the text is complete and that the Kentish burhs were omitted, thus conflicting with Chadwick’s suggestion that a portion of the text at the beginning containing the assessment for London and Kent may be missing; secondly, that the figures of the assessments can be checked from internal evidence.

With reference to the completeness of the text it is notable that the citation order forms a circuit of Wessex (\textsc{fig. 37}) which bears a similarity to the bounds of charters of the same period, starting in the south-east and proceeding in an orderly manner clockwise until it ends at Southwark. Much could be implied from this, but here it is sufficient to note it as a further demonstration of the care with which the material in the document has been marshalled and that the order survives uncorrupted.

The exclusion of Kent would, presumably, be due to the ordering of that shire in sulungs. The exclusion of London would be due to it being a special case, its very large circuit being maintained by ‘many shires whose labour was due at London’.\textsuperscript{16}

It appears likely, then, that the text of group B originally read:

\begin{quote}
\textit{Three hundred hides belong to Eorpeburnan and 24 hides
And at Hastings belong 500 hides
And to Lewes belong thirteen hundred hides
And to Burpham belong seven hundred hides and 20 hides
And to Chichester belong 15 hundred hides}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{14} Nicholas Brooks, \textit{op. cit.} in note 3, p. 87, note 51.

\textsuperscript{15} That Buckingham is not included in the total is illustrated by column 9 in \textsc{table ii}. This is a total of all the lowest assessments for each burh irrespective of the manuscripts from which it is derived. Even if low assessments from Gale are included, the total cannot be brought down to that required, without including many obviously erroneous readings.

\textsuperscript{16} Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, \textit{sub anno} 1097.
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Then belong to Portchester 500 hides
And 150 hides belong to Southampton
And to Winchester belong twenty four hundred hides
And to Wilton belong fourteen hundred hides
And to Chisbury belong 7 hundred hides
And to Shaftesbury likewise
And to Twaynham belong 5 hundred hides less 30 hides
And to Wareham belong 16 hundred hides
And to Bredy belong eight hundred hides less forty hides
And to Exeter belong 34 hides and 7 hundred
And to Halwell belong three hundred hides
And to Lydford belong one hundred and fifty hides less ten hides
And to Pilton that is Barnstaple belong four hundred hides less 40 hides
And to Watchet belong 5 hundred hides and 13 hides
And to Axbridge belong four hundred hides
And to Lyng belong 100 hides
And to Langport belong 6 hundred hides
And to Bath belong ten hundred hides
And twelve hundred hides belong to Malmesbury
And 1500 hides belong to Cricklade
And 1400 hides belong to Oxford
And to Wallingford belong 24 hundred hides
And 16 hundred hides belong to Buckingham
And to Sashes belong 10 hundred hides
And six hundred hides belong to Eashing
And to Southwark belong eighteen hundred hides
That is all 27,000 hides and seventy which belong to it; and 30 burhs belong to the West Saxons
And to Worcester 1200 hides. To Warwick 2400 hides

The text from which Nowell is derived had the same assessments, except for Lewes at 1,200 hides, and had the ending as published by Robertson:

For the maintenance and defence of an acre’s breadth of wall
16 hides are required. If every hide is represented by 1 man,
then every pole of wall can be manned by 4 men.
Then for the maintenance of 20 poles of wall 80 hides are required,

17 It should be noted that the text names Hlidan, that is the River Lyd. References to Hlidaforda appear in 997. The recent excavations at Lydford were greatly hampered in dating the foundation of the burh owing to a lack of early pottery, general in the west at this period (P. V. Addyman, forthcoming report on the excavations at Lydford). There remains the possibility of an earlier burh on the River Lyd, perhaps at Lifton.
18 Or the assessments of Cricklade and Oxford can be taken as in Nowell.
19 The appendix containing these two burhs can be added without comments. They are not part of the main text nor do they figure in the totals, but it should be noted that the ‘four and’ with which the assessments for Warwick begins is probably a slip. One can deduce that the copyist of archetype B was faced with a text which contained the assessments in words, and that he saved time by writing some in Roman numerals, but clearly forgot to erase the beginning he had made on Warwick when changing to numerals. If this is 2,404 it is the only assessment over 513 that is not taken to the nearest hundred.
and for a furlong 160 hides are required by the same reckoning as I have stated above.
For 2 furlongs 320 hides are required;
For 3 furlongs 480 hides.
Then for 4 furlongs 640 hides are required.
For the maintenance of a circuit of 5 furlongs of wall 800 hides are required.
For 6 furlongs 960 hides are required;
For 7 furlongs 1120 hides;
For the maintenance of 8 furlongs 1280 hides.
For 9 furlongs 1440 hides;
For 10 furlongs 1600 hides are required;
For 11 furlongs 1760 hides are required.
For the maintenance of a circuit of 12 furlongs of wall 1920 hides are required.

If the circuit is greater, the additional amount can easily be deduced from this account, for 160 men are always required for 1 furlong, then every pole of wall is manned by 4 men.

Miss Robertson noted that the assessments of some burhs—Winchester, Wareham, Bath, Malmesbury and Wallingford—could be checked on the ground, and demonstrated that in some cases the assessment did not include the sides of a burh which were covered by water defences.

Recent work has shown that the assessments also hold true for Cricklade, Southampton and Portchester. There is also a marked correlation for other sites. Pilton Camp, Devon (SS 569353), has a circuit of 1,520 feet measured as against 1,485 feet calculated.

The length of dry wall at Burpham (TQ 039086) would appear to be correct for a defence running from the marsh on the east to the River Arun on the west, and both the camps in Halwell parish (Devon), Stanborough (SX 773517) and Halwell Camp (SX 785533), have circuits of the right order although only excavation can show which, if either, has Saxon occupation.

If the assessments are correct, they should be able to tell us a great deal about the early development of towns such as Oxford, Exeter and Shaftesbury.

The date of the document can be estimated only from internal evidence. Oxford and Buckingham came into the hands of the king of Wessex in 911 and the burh at Buckingham was built in 914. The _terminus ante quem_ is provided.

---

20 The conversions for 9 and 10 furlongs are omitted in Hickes.
21 Recent excavations at Winchester have revealed that the Roman and Saxon wall is 9,954 feet long and so nearer the burghal hidage figure than Miss Robertson believed (op. cit. in note 2, p. 493). The discrepancy between the calculated and the actual measurements is less than 1%. See M. Biddle in _Antiq. J._, I (forthcoming).
26 Ibid., _sub anno 911._
apparently by the exclusion of Dorchester, a mint under Athelstan and, less certainy, by the seizure of Mercia by Edward the Elder in 919.

If the document dates from the close of the reign of Edward the Elder it would have been drawn up during the time that Stenton sees as most likely for the shiring of West Mercia.\textsuperscript{29} The shires were grouped around the shire-towns, Gloucester, Winchcombe, Warwick, Worcester, Hereford, Shrewsbury, Stafford and Chester.

It should be noted that the assessment for Worcester in the Burghal Hidage is the same as the assessment for Worcestershire in the County Hidage.\textsuperscript{30} The entry in Domesday for Chester reads \textit{For the repair of the city wall the reeve was wont to call up one man from each hide in the county.}\textsuperscript{31} If this is taken with \textit{If every hide is represented by one man then every pole can be manned by 4 men}, we should expect enough men from the 1,200 hides of Cheshire to maintain and defend a wall of 4,950 feet, a figure which is not inconsistent with the land walls of Chester at this time.\textsuperscript{32}

There is therefore at least a possibility that this document should be seen in a Mercian context. This would assist in explaining some of the problems of the Burghal Hidage. It suggests why the hidation only vaguely correlates with what is known of later shire assessments in Wessex. The document would only have to show that such a system could be made to work in Wessex and not necessarily to have been applied. It suggests why the conversion table at the end of the Nowell Transcript converts lengths to hides, when what the foregoing text needs is a table converting the assessments back to lengths. It also suggests why two Mercian burhs appear in the appendix to group B, showing the start of organization of the shires.

\textsuperscript{29} F. M. Stenton, \textit{Anglo-Saxon England} (1943), p. 333.
\textsuperscript{30} F. W. Maitland, \textit{Domesday Book and Beyond} (1897), p. 525.
\textsuperscript{31} Domesday Book I, fol. 262 b.
\textsuperscript{32} From the silted up `creek' of late Roman times round the line of the wall to the site of the later water-tower is approximately 5,130 feet. From the southern river end of the walls round to the water-tower would be less close, but it is unlikely that the suburb outside the Roman walls was enclosed only twelve years after the restoration of the city.